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On a conformal Motion of Areal Space A~l 
Takanori Igarashi 
Abstract 
“Conformal motion" is introduced in an areal space AJ，2) and some theor巴msare stated. 
In the previous papers2)，3)， the author considered “Lie derivatives" in areal 
spaces and de五nedan“areal motion". Those are followings: 
For an in五nitesimal transforma tion 
ぽ =Xi+~i(X)kt*) ( 1 ) 
we de五nea Lie derivative of a geometric object Q (x， p)with respect to ~i (x) in 
the form; 
£J=it[丘(x，p)-Q(去，P)]/dt ( 2 ) 
where β(ムp)(resp. Q(ム戸))is the expression of Q(x，p) in a new point (ε) 
(resp. in a new coordinate system (ε) interpreting (1) as a point transformation 
(resp. as a coordinate transformation). 
And we call (1) an areal motion， when (1) does not change the area 
dS = F(x，p)du1 d^u2 ( 3 ) 
on a domain of 2-dimensional surface in A~2) ， which is characterized such that 
5;，egiJ.kl = 0 . 
In the present paper， we consider a“conformal motion" in A~2). 
If a transformation 
( 4) 
が=ダ(xJ) ( 5 ) 
is endowed in A~2) which satisfies 
弘J，kl=σ，2g仏 kl ( 6 ) 
for the metric bitensorσu，kz of AF，where dzd(f，PTS)is a positive scalar 
function， then (5) is called “conformal mation" in A~2). 





??? ????????? ( 7 ) 
where IX 1 (resp. 1 Yli) is a measure of bivector Xf，J (resp. pJ) such that 
* Latin indices i，j， k， l， q， r， s run over 1，2，・"n; notations and terminologies are employed as 
the same as those of 1)， 2)， 3)
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llX112=jぃ XijXkl
(resp. 1Yll2 =トj，klyijykl) 
It is easy to show that the conIormal motion (5) keeps (7) invariant. 
If the transformation (5) reduces to the infinitesimal one (1)， then the con・
formal motion is characterized in the form; 
£とめj;k/= 2Ogij;kl (8 ) 
w here o =o (xq， prs) is a certain scalar function. 
Conversely， ifa vector ci (x) satis五es(8)，ξgenerates a local one-parameter 
group of conformal motions (cf. 2)， 3). 
Hence， we have 
Theorem 1n order that (1) be a conformal motion of A~;) ラ it is necessary and 
su伍cientthat (8) holds good for a metric bitensor gij，kl' 
Next， differentiating (6) by 1ゲヘ wehave 
Ciij，lrlj r8 = σ2gi，lkl;，.， -+ 2σ; ?sag'ij， kl 
and contracting pkZ to both side， we have 
2σir8σgij，klpkl = 0 
because gij.kl;γ，pkZ=O (cf. 1). 
Hence we obtain σ川ニ0，
that is，σ(xq，p勺=σ(xq).
These facts tel us 
Theorem If A;;) admits a conformal motion， then scalar function σin (6) or 
o in(8) does not depend on p"8 but depend on only x('. 
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